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I never expected to bewriting something like this. I am anordinary person, recently semi-retired from a
career in the pharmaceutical industry andbiotech, where I spent over 30 years trying to solve problems
ofdisease understanding and seek new treatments for allergic and inflammatory disorders oflung and
skin. I've always been interested in problem solving, so when anything biological comes along, my
attention is drawn to it. Come 2020, came SARS-CoV-2. 1've wri.t,.t.e,n,,.a.b.o.u..t..,th,e..p, an,de.mic. äs objectively

äsI could. The scientific method never leaves a person who trained and-worked äs a Professional
scientist. Please do read that piece. My co-authors & I will submit it to the normal rigours ofpeer revie-v,
but that process is slow and many pieces of new science this year have come to attention through preprint Servers and other 1ess conventional outlets.
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While paying dose attention to data, we all initially focused on the sad matter of deaths. I found ir

remarkable that, in discussing the COVID-19 related deaths, most people I spoke to had no idea oflarge
nunibers. Asked approximately how many people a year die in the UK in the ordinary course ofevents,
each a personal tragedy, They usually didn't know. I had to inform them it is around 620,000, sometimes
less ifwe had a mild winter, sometimes quite a bit higher ifwe had a severe 'flu season. I mention this

number because we know that around 42, 000 people have died with or ofCOVID-19. While it's a huge
number ofpeople, its 'only' 0.06% ofthe UK population. Its not a coincidence that this is almost the
same proportion who have died with or ofCOVID-19 in each ofthe heavily infected European countries

- for example, Sweden. The annual all-causes mortality of 620, 000 amounts to 1, 700 per day, lower in
summer and higher in winter. That has always been the lot ofhumans in the temperate zones. So tbr

context, 42, 000 is about -24 days worth ofnormal mortality. Please know I am not minimising it,just
trying to get same perspective on it. Deaths ofthis magnitude are not uncommon, and can occur in the

more severe flu seasons. Flu vaccines help a little, but on only three occasions in the last decade did

vaccination reach 50% eflFectiveness. They're good, but they've never been magic bullets for respiratory
viruses. Instead, we have learned to live with such viruses, ranging from numerous common colds all the
way to pneumonias which can kill. Medicines and human caring do their best.
So, to this article. Its about the testing we do with something called PCR, an amplification technique,
better known to biologists äs a research tool used in our labs, when trying to unpick mechanisms of
disease. I was frankly astonished to realise they're sometimes used in population screening for diseases astonished because it is a very exacting technique, prone to invisible errors and it's quite a tall order to
get reliable information out ofit, especially because ofthe prodigious amounts ofamplification involved

in attempting to pick up a Strand ofviral genetic code. The test cannot distinguish between a living virus
and a short Strand ofRNA from a virus which broke into pieces weeks or months ago.
I believe I have identified a serious, really a fatal flaw in the PCR test used in what is called by the UK
Government the Pillar 2 screening - that is, testing many people out in their communities. I'm going to
go through this with care and in detail because I'm a scientist and dislike where this investigation takes
me. I'm not particularly political and my preference is for competent, honest administrationaver the
actual policies chosen.We're a reasonablelot in UK and not muchgiven to extremes. WhatI'm
particularly reluctant about is that, by folfowingthe evidence, I have no choice but to showthat the
Health Secretary, Matt Hancock, misled the House of'Commons and also made misleading Statements in
a radio interview. Those are serious accusations. I know that. I'm not a ruthless person. But I'm writing
this anyway, because what I have uncovered is of monumental importance to the health and wellbeing of
all the people livingin the nation I have always called home.
Back to the story, and then to the evidence. When the first (and I think, on1y) wave ofCOVID-19hit the
UK, I waswith almost everyone eise in beingvery afraid. I'm 60 and in reasonablehealth, but on
learning that I had about a 1% additional risk ofperishing ifl caught the virus, I discovered I was far from
ready to go. So, I wasn't surprised or angry when the first lockdown arrived. It must have been a very
difficult thingto decide. However, betörethe first three-weekperiod was aver, I'd begun to develop an
understanding ofwhat was happening. The rate ofinfection, which has been calculated to have infected
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well aver 100,000 newpeople every dayaround the peak, beganto fall, and wasdecliningbefore
lockdown. Infection continued to spread out, at an ever-reducing rate and we sawthis in the turning

point ofdaily deaths, at a grim press Conference each afternoon. We now know that lockdown made no
difiference at all to the spread ofthe virus. We can teil this because the interval between catching the
virus and, in those who don't make it, their death is longer than the interval between lockdown and peak

daily deaths. There isn't any controversy about this fact, easily demonstrated, but I'm aware some people
like to pretend it waslockdown that turned the pandemic, perhaps tojustify the extraordinary price we
have all paid to do it. That price wasn'tjust economic. It involved avoidable deaths from diseases other
than COVID-19, äs medical Services were restricted, in order to focus on the virus. Some say that

lockdown, directly and indirectly, killed äs many ästhe virus. I don't know. Its not something I've sought
to learn. But I mention because interventions in all our lives should not be made lightly. Its not only

inconvenience, but real sufFering, loss oflivelihoods, friendships, anchors ofhuge importance to us all,
that are severed by such acts. We need to be certain that the prize is worth the price. While it is
uncertain it was, even for the first lockdown, I too supported it, because we did not know what we faced,

andfrankly, almost everyone eise did it, except Sweden. I am nowresolutely againstfurther
interventions in what I have become convinced is a fruitless attempt to 'control the virus'. We are, in my

opinion - sharedbyothers, some ofwhom are well placed to assess the Situation - closer to the end of
the pandemic in terms ofdeaths, than we are to its middle. I believe we should provide thebest
protection we can for any vulnerable people, and otherwise cautiously get on with our lives. I think we
are all going to get a little more Swedish over time.
Tn recent weeks, though, it cannot have escaped anyone's attention that there has been a drum brat
which feels for all the world like a prelude to yet more fruitless and damaging restrictions. Think back to
mid-summer. We were newlv out oflockdown and despite concerns for crowded beaches, large

demonstrations, openingofshops andpubs, the main item on the news in relation to COVID-19wasthe
reassuring and relentless fall in daily deaths. I noticed that, äscompared to the slopes ofthe declining
death tolls in many nearby countries, that our slope wastoo flat. I even mentioned to scientist friends
that inferred the presence ofsame fixed signal thatwasbeingmixed up with genuine COVID-19deaths.

Imaginehowgratifyingit waswhenthe definitionofaCOVID-19deathwaschangedto lineupwiththat
in other countries and in a heartbeat our declining death toll line became matched with that elsewhere. I

was sure it wou1d: what we have experienced and witnessed is a terrible kind ofequilibrium. A virus that
kills few, then leaves survivors who are afmost certainly immune - a virus to which perhaps 30-50%

were alreadyimmune because it hasrelatives andsame ofus have already encountered them - accounts
for the whole terrible but also fascinating biological process. There was a very .mte.res.ting. p.ie.c.e in the
BMJm recent days that ofFers potential support for this contention.
Now we have learned some ofthe unusual characteristics ofthe new virus, better treatments (anti-

inflammatory steroids, anti-coagulants and in particular, oxygen masks and not Ventilators in the main)
the 'case fatality rate' even for the most hard-hit individuals is far lower now than it was six months ago.
As there is no foundational, medical or scientific literature which teils us to expect a 'second wave', I

began to paymore attention to the phrase äsit appeared onTV, radio andprint media - all on the same
day - andhasbeenrelentlessly repeated ever since. I wasm,t,e,rvie.we.d,rc.c.e,nt.!ybyJuliaHartley-Brewer
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on her talkRADIO show and on that occasion I called on the Government to disclose to us the evidence

upon which they were relying to predict this second wave. Surely they have some evidence? I don't think
they do. I searched and am very qualified to do so, drawing on academic friends, and we were all
surprised to find that there is nothing at all. The last two novel coronaviruses, Sar (2003) and MERS
(2012), were of one wave each. Even the WW1 flu 'waves' were almost certainly a series of single waves

involving more than one virus. I believe any second wave talk is pure speculation. Or perhaps it is in a
model somewhere, disconnected from the world ofevidence to me? It would be reasonable to expect

some limited 'resurgence' ofa virus given we don't mix like cordial in a glass ofwater, but in a more

lumpy, human fashion. You're most in contact with family, friends and workmates and they are the
people with whom you generally exchange colds.

A long period ofimposed restrictions, in addition to those ofour ordinary lives did prevent the final few
percent ofvirus mixing with the population. With the movements ofholidays, newJobs, visiting distant
relatives, starting new terms at universities and schools, that final mixing is under way. It should not be a
terrifying process. It happens with every new virus, flu induded. It'sjust that we've never before in our
history chased it around the countryside with a technique more suited to the biology lab than to a
supermarket car park.

A very long prelude, but necessary. Part ofthe 'project fear' that is rather too obvious, involving second
waves, has been the daily count of'cases'. Its important to understand that, according to the infectious
disease spedalists I've spoken to, the word 'case' has to mean more than merely the presence ofsome

foreign organism. It must present signs (things medics notice) and Symptoms (things you notice). And in
most so-called cases, those testing positive had no signs or Symptoms ofillness at all. There was much
talk ofasymptomatic spreading, and äsa biologist this surprised me. In almost every case, a person is

symptomatic because they have a highviral load and either it is attacking their bodyor their immune
System isfightingit, generally a mix. I don't doubt there have been some cases ofasymptomatic
transmission, but I'm confident it is not important.

That all said, Government decided to call a person a 'case' iftheir swab sample was positive for viral

RNA, which is what is measured in PCR. A person's sample can be positive ifthey have the virus, and so

it should. They can also be positive ifthey've hadthe virus same weeks or months agoand recovered.

It'sfaintlypossiblethathighloads ofrelated, butdifferentcoronaviruses, whichcancausesome ofthe
common colds weget, might also react in the PCRtest, though it's unclear to me ifit does.
But there's a final setting in whicha person canbepositive andthat's a random process. This may have

multiple causes,such ästhe ampfification technique notbeingperfect andsoamplifyingthe bait
sequences placed inwith the sample, with the aim ofmarrying up with related SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA.
There will be many other contributions to such positives. These are what are called false positives.

Think ofany diagnostic test a doctor might useon you. The ideal diagnostic test correctly confirms all
who havethe disease and never wrongly indicates that healthy people have the disease.There is no such

test.All testshavesome degreeofweakness ingeneratingfalsepositives. The important thingisto know
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how often this happens, and this is called the false positive rate. If l in 100 disease-free samples are

wrongly coming up positive, the disease is not present, we call that a 1%false positive rate. The actual or
operational false positive rate differs, sometimes substantially, under different settings, technical
operators, detection methods and equipment. I'm focusing solely on the false positive rate in Pillar 2,
because most people do not have the virus (recently around l in 1000people and earlier in summer it
was around l in 2000 people). It is when the amount ofdisease, its so-called prevalence, is 1ow that any
amount of a false positive rate can be a major problem. This problem can be so severe that unless

changes aremade, the test is hopelessly unsuitable to thejob asked ofit. Inthis case, the test in Pillar 2
was and remains charged with thejob ofidentifying people with the virus, yet äs I will show, it is unabfe
to do so.

Because ofthe highfalse positive rate and the lowprevalence, almost every positive test, a so-cal1ed
case, identified by Pillar 2 since May ofthis year has been a FALSE POSITIVE. Notjust a few percent.

Not a quarter or even a halfofthe positives are FALSE, but around 90% ofthem. Put simply, the number
ofpeople Mr Hancock sombrely teils us about is an overestimate by a factor ofabout ten-fold. Earlier in
the summer, it was an overestimate by about 20-fold.

Let me take you through this, though ifyou're able to read Prof Carl Heneghan's .c!.e.a.!;,!y., wri.tte. n,pj.ece
first, Im more confident that I'll be successful in explaining this dramatic conclusion to you. (Here is a
link to the record ofnumbers oftests, combining Pillar l (hospital) and Pillar 2 (community).)

Imagine 10, 000 people getting tested using those swabs you see on TV. We have a good estimate ofthe

general prevalence ofthe virus from the ONS,whoarewhollyindependent (from Pillar2 testing) andare
testing only a fewpeople a day, around one per cent ofthe numbers recently tested in Pillar 2. It is
reasonable to assume that most ofthe time, those being tested do not have Symptoms. People were

asked to only seek a test ifthey have Symptoms. However, we know from TV news and stories on social
media from sampling stafF, from Stern guidance from the Health Minister and the surprising fact that in
numerous locations around the country, the local council is leafleting people's houses, street by street to
come andget tested.

The bottom line is that it is reasonable to expect the prevalence ofthe virus to be dose to the number

found by ONS, because they sample randomly, and would pick up symptomatic and asymptomatic

people inproportion to theirpresence inthe conimunity. Asofthe mostrecent ONSsurvey, to a first
approximation, thevirus wasfoundin l in every1000people. This canalsobewritten äs0. 1%.Sowhen
all these 10, 000 people are tested in Pillar 2, you'd expect 10 true positives to be found (false negatives
can be an issue when the virus is very common, but in this community setting, it is statistically

unimportant andsoI havechosento ignoreit, better to focusonlyonfalsepositives).
So,whatis the false positive rate oftesting in Pillar 2? For months, this hasbeen a concern. It appears
that it isn't known, even though äsI've mentioned, you absolutely need to know it in order to workout

whetherthediagnostictesthasanyvalue!Whatdoweknowaboutthefalsepositive rate?Well, wedo
know that the Government's own scientists were very concerned about it, and areport on this problem
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was sent to SAGE datedjune 3rd 2020. 1 quote: "Unless we understand the operational false positive rate
ofthe UK's RT-PCR testing System, we risk over-estimating the COVID-19 incidence, the demand on
track and trace and the extent of asymptomatic infection". In that same report, the authors helpfully
listed the lowest to highest false positive rate ofdozens oftests using the same technology. The lowest
value for false positive rate was 0.8%.

Allow me to explain the impact ofa false positive rate of0. 8% on Pillar 2. We return to our 10, 000

people who've volunteered to get tested, and the expected ten with virus (0. 1%prevalence or 1:1000)
have been identified by the PCRtest. But now we've to calculate how many false positives are to
accompanying them. The shocking answer is 80. 80 is 0. 8% of 10, 000. That's how many false positives

you'd getevery time you were to use a Pillar 2 test on a group ofthat size.
The effect ofthis is, in this example, where 10, 000 people have been tested in Pillar 2, could be
summarised in a headline like this: "90 new cases were identified today" (10 real positive cases and 80

false positives). But weknow this is wildly incorrect. Unknown to the poor technician, there were in this
example, only 10real cases. 80 did not even have a piece ofviral RNAin their sample. They arercally
false positives.

I'm goingto explain howbadthis is another way, backto diagnostics. Ifyou'd submitted to a test andit
waspositive, you'd expect the doctor to teil you that you hada disease, whatever it wastesting for.
Usually, though, they'll answer a slightly different question: "Ifthe patient is positive in this test, whatis
the probability they have the disease?" Typically, for a good diagnostic test, the doctor will be able to say
something like 95% and you and they can live with that. You might take a different, confirmatory test, if
the result was very serious, like cancer. But in our Pillar 2 example, what is the probability a person

testing positive in Pillar 2 actually has COVID-19? The awful answer is 11%(10 divided by 80 + 10). The
test exaggerates the number ofcovid-19 cases by almost ten-fold (90 divided by 10). Scared yet? That
daily picture they show you, with the cases' climbing up on the right-hand side? Its horribly exaggerated.
Its not a mistake, äs I shall show.

Earlier in the summer, the ONS showed the virus prevalence was a little lower, l in 2000 or 0. 05%. That
doesn't sound much of a difference, but it is. Now the Pillar 2 test will find half äs many real cases from

our national 10,000 volunteers, so 5 real cases. But the flaw in the test means it will still find 80 false

positives (0. 8% of10, 000). Soits even worse. The headline would be "85 new cases identified today". But
now the probability a person testing positive has the virus is an absurdly low 6% (5 divided by 80 + 5).
Earlier in the summer, this same test exaggerated the number ofCOVID-19 cases by 17-fold (85 divided

by5). Itssoeasytogenerate an apparently largeepidemic thisway.Justignore theproblem offalse
positives. Pretend its zero. But it is never zero.

This test is fatally flawed and MUST immediately be withdrawn and never used again in this setting
unless shown to be fixed. The examples I gave are very dose to what is actually happening every day äs
you read this.
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Im bound to ask, did Mr Hancock know ofthis fatal flaw? Did he know ofthe effect it would inevitably

have, and is still having, not only on the reported case load, but the nation's state ofanxiety. I'd love to
believe it is all an innocent mistake. Ifit was, though, he'd have to resign over sheer incompetence. But is
it? We knowthat internal scientists wrote to SAGE,in terms, and, surely, this short but shockingwarning
document would have been drawn to the Health Secretary's attention? If that was the only bit of

evidence, you might be inclined to give him the benefit ofthe doubt. But the evidence grows more
damning.

Recently, I published with my co-authors a short Position Paper. I don't think by then, a month ago or
so, the penny hadquite dropped with me. And I'm an experienced biomedical research scientist, used to
dealing with complex datasets and probabilities.

On September llth 2020, 1 was a guest onJulia Hartley-Brewer's . ta)k.RAD.IQ.. show. Among other things, I

called upon Mr Hancock to release the evidence underscoring his confidence in andplanning for 'the
second wave'. This evidence has not yet been shown to the public by anyone. I also demanded he
disclose the operational false positive rate in Pillar 2 testing.

On September 16th, I was back onjulia's show and this time focused on the false positive rate issue (Im
45s - 2min 30s). I had read Carl Heneghan's analysis showing that even ifthe false positive rate was äs
low äs 0. 1%, 8 times lower than any similar test, it still yields a majority offalse positives. So, my critique
doesn't fall ifthe actual false positive rate is lower than my assumed 0. 8%.

On September 18th, Mr Hancock again appeared, äsoften he does, onJulia Hartley-Brewer's show.Julia
a.s.ke.d. him. di.rcctly (1min 50s - on) what the false positive rate in Pillar 2 is. Mr Hancock said "It's under

1%".Juliaagainaskedhim exactly whatit was, anddidhe even know it? He didn't answerthat, but then
said "it means that, for all the positive cases, the likelihood ofone being a fafse positive is very sma11".
That is a seriously misleading Statement äsit is incorrect. The likelihood ofan apparently positive case

being a false positive isbetween 89-94%, or near-certainty. Ofnote, even when ONSwas recording its
lowest-ever prevalence, the positive rate in Pillar 2 testing never feil below 0. 8%.

It gets worse for the Health Secretary. On September the 17th, I believe, Mr Hancock took a .que.st.ion
from Sir Desmond Swayne about false positives. It is clear that Sir Desmond is asking about Pillar 2.
Mr Hancock replied: "I like my right honourable friend very much and I wish it were true. The reason
we have surveillance testing, done by ONS, is to ensure that we're constantly looking at a nationally

representative sample at what the case rate is. The latest ONS survey, published on Friday, does show a
rise consummate (sie) with the increased number oftests that have come back positive."

He did not answer Sir Desmond's question, but instead answered a question ofhis choosing. Did the

Health Secretary knowingly mislead the House? Byreferring only to ONSandnot even mentioning the
false positive rate ofthe test in Pillar 2 he was, äsit were, stealing the garb ofONS's more careful work
https://lockdownsceptics. org/lies-damned-lies-and-health-statistics-the-deadly-danger-of-false-positives/
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which has a lower false positive rate, in order to smuggle through the hidden and very much higher, false
positive rate in Pillar 2. The reader will have to decide for themselves.
Pillar 2 testing has been ongoing since May but it's only in recent weeks that it has reached several
hundreds ofthousands oftests per day. The effect ofthe day by day climb in the number ofpeople that

arebeingdescribedäs'cases'cannotbeoverstated. I knowit isinducingfear, anxietyandconcern for
the possibility ofnew and unjustified restrictions, including lockdowns. I have no idea what Mr
Hancock's motivations are. But he has and continues to use the hugely inflated Output from a fatally

flawed Pillar 2 test and appears often on media, gravely intoning the need for additional interventions
(none ofwhich, I repeat, are proven to be effective).

You will bevery familiärwith the casesplot whichis shown on most TVbroadcasts atthe moment. It
purports to show the numbers ofcases which rose then feil in the spring, and the recent rise in cases.

This graph isalways accompanied bythe headline that "so many thousands ofnewcaseswere detected
in the last 24 hours".

You should know that there are two major deceptions, in that picture, which combined are very likely
both to mislead and to induce anxiety. Its ubiquity indicates that it is a deliberate choice.

Firstly, it is very misleading in relation to the spring peak ofcases. This is because we had no community

screeningcapacityatthattime.A colleague hasadjusted theplot to showthe numberofcases wewould
have detected, had there been a well-behaved community test capability available. The effect is to

greatlyincreasethe sizeofthe springcasespeak,becausethere arevery manycasesfor each
hospitalisation and many hospitalisations for every death.

Secondly, äsI hopeI haveshown andpersuadedyou, the casesin summer andatpresent, generated by
seriously flawed Pillar 2 tests, should be corrected downwardsby around ten-fold.
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I do believe genuine cases are rising somewhat. This is, however, also true for flu, which we neither
measure daily nor report on every news bulletin. Ifwe did, you would appredate that, going forward, it is
quite likely that flu is a greater risk to public health than COVID-19. The corrected cases plot (above)
does, I believe, put the recent rises in incidence ofCOVID-19 in a much more reasonable context. I
thought you should see that diflFerence before arriving at your own verdict on this sorry tale.
There are very serious consequences arising from grotesque over-estimation ofso-called cases in Pillar
2 community testing, which I believe was put in place knowingly. Perhaps Mr Hancock believes his own
copy about the level ofrisk now faced by the general public? Its not for me to deduce. What this huge
over-estimation has done is to have slowed the normalisation ofthe NHS.We are all awarethat accessto

medical Services is, to varying degrees, restricted. Many specialities were greatly curtailed in spring and
after some recovery, some are still between a third and a halfbelow their normal capacities. This has led
both to continuing delays and growth ofwaiting lists for numerous operations and treatments. I am not

qualified to assessthe damage to the nation's and individuals' health äsa direct consequence ofthis
extended wait for a second wave. Going into winter with this configuration will, on top ofthe already
restricted access for six months, lead inevitably to a large number ofavoidable, non-Covid deaths. That

is already a serious enough charge. Lessobvious but, in aggregate, additional impacts arise from fear of
the virus, inappropriately heightened in my view, which include: damage to or even destruction oflarge
numbers ofbusinesses, especially small businesses, with attendant loss oflivelihoods, loss ofeducational

opportunities, strains on family relationships, eatingdisorders, increasing alcoholism and domestic abuse
and even suicides, to name but a few.

In closing, I wish to note that in the last 40 years alone the UK hashadseven official
epidemics/pandemics; AIDS, Swineflu, CJD,SARS,MERS, Bird flu äswell äsannual, seasonal flu.All
were very worrying but schools remained open and the NHS treated everybody and most ofthe
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population were unaffected. The country would rarely have been open if it had been shut down every
time.

I have explained how a hopelessly-performing diagnostic test has been, and continues to be used, not for
diagnosis ofdisease but, it seems, solely to create fear.
This misuse ofpower must cease. All the above costs are on the tedger, too, when weighing up the
residual risks to society from COVID-19 and the appropriate actions to take, ifany. Whatever eise

happens, the test used in Pillar 2 must be immediately withdrawn äsit provides no useful information. In
the absence ofvastly inflated case numbers arising from this test, the pandemic would be seen and feit to
be almost over.

Dr Mfke Yeadon is the former CSO and VP, Allergy and Respiratory Research Head with Pfizer Global
R&D and co-Founder ofZiarco Pharma Ltd.
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